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FIFA 22 also introduces the “Man Cave,” a new way to enjoy FIFA from the couch, enabling people to participate on a global level. The “Man Cave” was first unveiled during the FIFA 20 Fan Festival event in Sydney on April 25, 2019. To access the mode, download the FIFA 22 app
and select the Man Cave tab. Here, you can choose from several ways to play, including Standard Game, Advanced Game, Season Games or Play to Win mode. There is also a PS4-specific option to join user-created matches and play in tournaments. The Man Cave mode can be
played while watching live streamed FIFA matches or recorded matches. There is also the option to play as a club coach and build your own team. Training tools allow you to improve the speed of your players and create tactics to increase their strengths. With the ability to store

the camera angles from throughout the game, you can replay specific moments using the “Film from Any Angle” function, which works like a movie editor. A new “Keep the Ball in Play” function minimizes stoppages in the game. An additional new tool, “Keep the Ball at Your
Feet,” enables quick shots from the pitch. FIFA 20 and FIFA 21 sold over 76 million copies in more than 145 countries, including 6 million FIFA 20 editions sold in Japan alone. FIFA 20 and FIFA 21 were the most successful retail sports videogames worldwide in 2019, according to

IGA (Interactive Games Assay), a market research firm. At the end of 2019, new FIFA 22 content for retail players and new features for digital players will be available. “FIFA has been a world leader in football for close to 50 years, and its popularity continues to grow. In addition to
more than a billion people playing worldwide, FIFA has sold over 3.5 million copies of FIFA 20 and FIFA 21 in Japan in 2019 alone,” said Kunio Mikura, President and Chief Executive Officer of Konami Digital Entertainment B.V. “We are extremely pleased by the success of FIFA and

pleased to continue to work with EA Sports on the next generation of football games with FIFA 22.” “FIFA 20 Ultimate Team and FIFA Online 2 have been a tremendous success for us over the past two years. We would like to thank our players and partners for their continued
support. We are excited for what FIFA 22 has to offer

Features Key:

 Watch and play more deeply than ever before, creating and customising teams in-game, training your heroes, and taking them on the pitch for some real-life football action.
 Breathe new life into training with dynamic tutorial videos, activations, mini-games and goals.
 Constantly evolve as real-life football evolves with the use of motion capture data from real-life professionals.
 Master gameplay with a wide variety of game modes.
 Effortlessly manage matches, negotiate tactics and purchase the key transfer targets that you need to build your team.
 Deep integration of partner gaming like FIFA Street Journey, FIFA Ultimate Team, FIFA 19 Ultimate Team, and FIFA 19 Demo.
 An enriched Fantasy Matchday experience with the ability to captain your own team, tournaments, badges, stadium style, and more.
 Customise your body parts and injuries to create the ultimate character.

 The most comprehensive video game career mode of all time. New Training Mode gives you the run of the backroom. Lead your team through a carefully constructed journey towards playing yourself in matches, culminating in a lone goal to show your skills.
 Create the newest club in the FUT new Football league
 Design your kits, style your stadium, and choose whether to compete with the elite or rise up from the lower divisions
 15 new leagues for you to shine in
 Player Career: where you tackle the new challenges of high intensity Football, including goalkeepers, defenders, midfielders, forwards and youth players, as you progress from 8 to 16 year old.
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FIFA is the world’s #1 sports videogame franchise, which has sold over 200 million copies worldwide. Every FIFA game features authentic licensed teams, clubs, players and stadiums, and delivers immersive gameplay where players battle for possession like the real world. FIFA is
back on track and is back on top! What’s new? Powered by Football: An evolution in the gameplay of the series. Powered by Football. FIFA 22 delivers new licenses to the highly-anticipated rosters of the world’s top clubs, as well as introducing exciting new gameplay features and
rewards throughout the entire game. New innovations across all modes create the most authentic and innovative gameplay to date. New gameplay innovations: Powered by Intelligence, new Behaviour-Based Trajectory Prediction: Move the ball where the player wants and needs

it. Move the ball where the player wants and needs it. New Behaviour-Based Momentum: Control the power and pace of every move. Control the power and pace of every move. New Exploitable Interaction: Controlling players with limited mobility will make them more controllable.
Control players with limited mobility will make them more controllable. New On-Field Interaction: Players can interact with each other off the ball, to control their position on the pitch. Players can interact with each other off the ball, to control their position on the pitch. New

Controls: Authentic controls are always preferred over overly simple controls, so in FIFA, players will have new control options for shooting, receiving and heading. Authentic controls are always preferred over overly simple controls, so in FIFA, players will have new control options
for shooting, receiving and heading. New Physics: New accurate collisions mean that defenders can muscle their way past players. New accurate collisions mean that defenders can muscle their way past players. New Passes: Passes can be enhanced, allowing players to create
more variety and the chance to create goal-scoring opportunities. Passes can be enhanced, allowing players to create more variety and the chance to create goal-scoring opportunities. New Air Dribbling: Players can now stretch the field by performing air-dribbling moves, and

make attacking runs from any angle. Players can now stretch the field by performing air-dribbling moves, and make attacking runs from any angle. New Passing: Players can execute instant one-touch bc9d6d6daa
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Compete for honours as a manager and a player in FIFA Ultimate Team, our all-new game mode set in the Career mode. In your player career, build a squad of the very best players and unlock the ability to face them head to head in Fantasy and fully customise your squads on the
fly. In Manager career mode, start your managerial career in England, Italy, or Scotland, and lead your club to glory using unique attributes, real-world trophies, and in-depth gameplay. FIFA Training – An all new series of tutorials for the new FIFA player. Follow our tips and tricks to
master FIFA 21, including the new ‘Quick Trainer’ feature, the new digital/offline community ‘Tower Bridge’ and much more. FIFA Ultimate Team – Introducing VIP Experience cards, with power and flexibility for players to earn their way. Gain rare and extra-special FIFA Ultimate
Team items which can be exchanged for valuable cards in FIFA Ultimate Team. FIFA Ultimate Team – Back to basics, with the ultimate tweak of your favourite team’s appearance, name, kits, stadium, badge and more. FIFA Ultimate Team – Complete the ultimate FUT experience
with more to build, more to collect, more to upgrade, more to buy and more ways to play! New items mean more ways to customise your player, create an ultimate team and dominate on the pitch. FIFA Ultimate Team – FIFA Ultimate Team mode: Get the most from your Ultimate
Team by using our new features: Spend or sell unwanted FIFA Ultimate Team items, then use the cash to buy more FIFA Ultimate Team items. Opt to sell your unwanted items straight away or put them up for auction. Local Co-op and Split Screen – FIFA 22 introduces two all-new
modes; Local Co-op and Split Screen. For the first time, join a friend via split screen or local split screen to play any of your favourite modes together. For even more of the single player experience, we’ve included more local split screen gameplay. FIFA Ultimate Team – A more
immersive FIFA Ultimate Team experience with improved visuals and improved gameplay. FIFA Career Mode – An improved career mode that introduces one of the world’s most popular characteristics of the game; real-world trophies. FIFA Career Mode – Create your club, design
your kits, style your stadium, and decide whether you want to compete in The Premiere League
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What's new in Fifa 22:

Back to Kick Off in My People
Holistic Immersion Sub-Layers in edit mode
Increased craftability when facing
Lack of rush yellow cards saves
Passenger animations in My People
Nike Pro Boots functioning properly in My People
Players reacting with the correct foot when crossing the ball with the second foot
Player submissions via body checking increasing but no longer a PK goal
An improved target box for free kicks when the ball is blocked directly above the PK zone
When using an audacious freekick, the player cross takes effect
Improved body collisions between players and defenders, better behavior when dealing with the ball
Footwork improvements when dealing with the ball
Improved gameplay where the ball is out of the back of defence
Players can now benefit of a fight against an opponent after some body checking
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FIFA is football's worldwide phenomenon, the true football simulation, capturing all of the drama and unpredictability of the beautiful game. The most authentic experience on any platform, FIFA comes to Sony PlayStation 4 for the first time with a host of feature additions and
refinements and the excitement of a brand new FIFA World Cup™. From classic dribbling and drop shots, to new shooting mechanics, to an improved ref and player AI, FIFA on PS4 delivers real-life football so you can experience the beauty, emotion and unpredictability of the
game even closer. FIFA is football's worldwide phenomenon, the true football simulation, capturing all of the drama and unpredictability of the beautiful game. The most authentic experience on any platform, FIFA comes to Sony PlayStation 4 for the first time with a host of feature
additions and refinements and the excitement of a brand new FIFA World Cup™. Introducing competitive mode. A new way to play - competitive mode has been added to FIFA on PlayStation 4 and FIFA Ultimate Team. In this mode, you'll play with team-mates and face off against
both CPU-controlled teams, or other players on PlayStation Network using PlayStation Camera to compete head-to-head in 1v1 matches. Experienced players will be able to put their practice to the test and see how they stack up against others online. A new way to play -
competitive mode has been added to FIFA on PlayStation 4 and FIFA Ultimate Team. In this mode, you'll play with team-mates and face off against both CPU-controlled teams, or other players on PlayStation Network using PlayStation Camera to compete head-to-head in 1v1
matches. Experienced players will be able to put their practice to the test and see how they stack up against others online. PlayStation 4 exclusive features. PlayStation 4 will be home to a new-generation of footballing features and innovations. As such, the following features only
appear on PlayStation 4 with FIFA: Referee – The FIFA Referee has been improved to be more consistent and to better match the human referee across all game modes. Dribble and Shoot – The gameplay of dribbling and shooting have been improved. Sprinting – Sprinting now
feels more responsive and true-to-life. Pitch Shifting – When a defender kicks the ball in the air, you can now immediately get in his path. Improved Depth
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

CPU: 2.0 GHz Dual Core AMD Phenom, or equivalent. RAM: 1 GB OS: Windows XP Home or Vista SP2 Hard Disk: 10 GB of available space. Latest version: 5.0.1 KEY: QT: Uncompressed Qt5: Yes OpenGL: Directx 10: Yes Networking: Directx 11: Yes Direct3D: Yes Sound: AO3: Yes
Misc: New game style: No
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